
Minnesota and Wisconsin Courses Featured In Winter Damage Study 
Testing Being Done at St. Croix National 

Indian Hills and River Falls 

If you work in the north central United States, you may 
wonder if heavy rates of topdressing on golf greens just pri-
or to winter increase winter damage. 

Donavon Taylor, Ph.D., professor of soil science at the 
University of Wisconsin—River Falls, wants to find the an-
swer to that and other topdressing questions. Taylor and 
his research team have established trials on three golf 
courses in Wisconsin and Minnesota. 

"All three superintendent have been great to work with," 
Taylor says. "All three trials are on practice greens. They 
vary considerably in the construction of greens. One is new 
and has bentgrass. Another one is older and has native soil 
with a two-inch buildup of sand and soil. The other one has 
a mix." 

Taylor explains that the differences in sands used for top-
dressing in Minnesota have centered on perceived differ-
ences in water relations of some of the most popular types 
of sands. Silica sand and mortar sands have received the 
greatest amount of discussion among superintendents. 

"The uniform, round, white sand has caused the most 
controversy. It became popular 10-15 years ago. Specula-
tion is that it holds more water," Taylor says. "The mortar 
sand has gained popularity in the last five years. There is 
no documentation to determine the differences between the 
uniform silica sand and the mortar sand." 

The research started in the summer of 1997. In late fall 
of 1997, a topdressing layer was applied after winter dis-
ease fungicides were applied. Treatment combinations con-
sisted of the following: 

• A control plot with no topdressing applied. 
• Four sands or mixes: uniform, silica sand, mortar sand, 

85/15 by volume silica sand/peat and 85/15 by volume mor-
tar sand/peat. 

• Two topdressing depths: 2.4 millimeters (0.09 inches) 
and 4.8 millimeters (0.18 inches) 

• Brushed vs. unbrushed treatment. 
"As soon as anything starts happening in spring we will 

start measuring the temperature of the surface and just 
below the surface. We will measure moisture and we will 
measure any damage," Taylor says. 

Minnesota experienced a mild winter, and Taylor says he 
welcomes mild conditions and is glad he has two more 
winters for the project. 

"If this were the only winter we were testing I might be 
concerned. The results of this winter may be different than 
at the end of three years. I'm perfectly happy to take the 
mild winter," Taylor says. 

Taylor is assisted by Kevin Clunis, CGCS at St. Croix 
National Golf Club in Somerset, Wis.; Richard Grund-
strom at Indian Hills Golf Club in Stillwater, Minn.; and 
Daniel Swenson at River Falls Golf Club in River Falls, 
Wis. 

The project was co-funded by the Minnesota GCSA and 
the GCSAA Foundation. Each organization has committed 
$18,925 over a three-year period. — GCSAA 
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1800 UnUTY VEHICLE 
You'll Soon Understand Why 
"Utility" Is Its Middle Name. 

The 1800 Utility Vehicle offers tremendous work potential from 
one basic machine. Foot-controlled hydrostatic drive gives you 
an immediate advantage. Teamed with the gutsy, liquid-cooled 
18-hp engine, this drive system delivers infinite speed control 
for precise operation. Great for jobs ranging from spraying to 
spreading to hauling. Other advantages include power steer-
ing, cruise control, wide stance and simple access. 
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